
HURLEY v Princes Risborough  Date: 20th September 
 
Played at Princes Risborough 
 
Innings of Princes Risborough 
 
J. Scully  b. Sc. Taylor 0 

A. Shelby LBW b. Sc. Taylor 2 

I. Khan c. M. Walton b. Arshad 1 

O. Blundell  b. Arshad 0 

W. Strecker c. Ahmed b. Arshad 0 

F. Khan c. M. Walton b. Ahmed 29 

A. Bee st. M. Walton b. D. Walton 20 

D. Pitt c. St. Taylor b. Pollitt 33 

Pratik  b. Pollitt 38 

M. Greaves  b. Pollitt 21 

J. Bee Not out  45 

  Extras 16 

  Total 205 

  For 10 
 

Bowling 
 
 Overs Maidens Runs Wkts. 

I. Arshad 6 1 38 3 

Sc. Taylor 4 1 14 2 

D. Walton 8 2 29 1 

F. Ahmed 8 1 43 1 

D. Pollitt 7.1 1 32 3 

T. Tasadiq 3 0 22 0 

A. Ali 2 0 19 0 



Innings of Hurley 
 
I. Arshad c. Greaves b. Shelby 10 

A. Ali c. A. Bee b. Khan 10 

Steve Taylor  b. Scully 25 

A. Junaid  b. Greaves 10 

M. Walton  b. Pratik 10 

Scott Taylor  b. Pratik 37 

M. Whitaker  b. Pratik 0 

F. Ahmed c. & b. Pratik 8 

T. Tasadiq c. & b. Blundell 6 

D. Walton  b. Pratik 0 

D. Pollitt Not out  0 

  Extras 18 

  Total 134 

  For 10 
 

Bowling 
 
 Overs Maidens Runs Wkts. 

A. Bee 4 2 11 0 

I. Khan 6 2 14 1 

A. Shelby 6 0 18 1 

J. Bee 5 1 15 0 

D. Scully 6 1 20 1 

M. Greaves 3 0 14 1 

Pratik 5 2 13 5 

O. Blundell 3.4 0 14 1 

 

Result:  Princes Risborough won by 71 runs. 
 
Hurley continued their end of season friendly campaign with a visit to Princes 
Risborough, a very nice ground nestled in between the railway station and the 
football ground. The home side won the toss and opted to bat first on what looked 
like a good batting track despite the overcast and misty weather. Imran Arshad (3-
38) started proceedings, steaming in from the pavilion end getting good bounce and 
carry causing Scully to play out a maiden. Scott Taylor (2-14) followed up from the 
football ground end and with only an extra on the board, swung one in to take 
Scully’s leg stump. Only three more runs had been added when Shelby (2) was 
trapped plumb in front by a Taylor delivery which swung in and straightened off the 
pitch. 5 for 2 became 5 for 4 as Arshad claimed two in two balls. Imran Khan (1) 
appeared to be unlucky to be adjudged caught behind but there was no doubt about 
the next wicket as Strecker lobbed his first delivery to Faisal Ahmed at mid-wicket. 
Another wicket for Arshad in his next over saw the hosts hit the buffers at 10 for 5 as 
Blundell (0) was cleaned up. Andy Bee (20) signalled his intent from the start, going 
off at express pace, smashing Arshad for a six and two boundaries from his first four 
deliveries. Dave Walton (1-29) replaced Arshad and struck with his second ball as 



Bee charged down the track only to be beaten in the flight and give Mike Walton the 
easiest of stumpings. A partnership of thirty-two between Faisal Khan (29) and 
Danny Pitt (33) helped get Princes Risborough back on the right track with both 
batsmen looking to attack whenever possible. Kahn eventually edged Faisal Ahmed 
(1-43) to the keeper, bringing Pratik to the wicket at 69 for 7. Pratik survived a 
confident appeal for a catch behind off Dave Pollitt to help add a valuable 62 with 
Pitt for the eighth wicket. Pollitt struck in consecutive overs to remove Pitt, caught at 
mid-off by Steve Taylor and Pratik, bowled. At 138 for 9 Hurley were looking at 
restricting the hosts to a moderate total and an early tea. Princes Risborough’s 
strength in depth proved very useful as Greaves (21) and Jamie Bee (45*) frustrated 
the visitors for seven overs, adding the highest partnership of the match (67) before 
Pollitt struck again in the penultimate over as the hosts finished on a creditable 204 
all out. The Hurley reply started solidly with Arshad (10) and Abdullah Ali (10). Ali 
was the first to go at 22 for 1, falling to Khan (1-14). With the wicket becoming ever 
more unpredictable, the batsmen found scoring difficult and it was no surprise when 
Arshad was through a shot too early, lobbing Shelby to Greaves at mid-wicket. Steve 
Taylor (25) and Asif Junaid (10) kept the score board ticking over but with Hurley on 
65 for 2 at the drinks break, an acceleration was called for. As often happens, the 
break brought a wicket. Scully’s first ball keeping low to shatter the unfortunate 
Taylor’s stumps. Scott Taylor’s good day continued with a fine innings of thirty-seven 
to top score for his side but the introduction of Pratik proved to be the decisive 
factor, claiming the wickets of Mike Walton (10) and Michael Whitaker (0) in 
consecutive deliveries. With the gloom descending and the lights from the railway 
station burning brightly in the back ground, Pratik pulled off an amazing caught and 
bowled to dismiss Ahmed (8). With the match over as a contest Pratik struck again 
bowling Taylor and Dave Walton (0) with consecutive balls. Blundell brought 
proceedings to a close with two balls remaining taking a return catch to dismiss 
Tasadiq (5) leaving the visitors all out for 134.   


